A dynamic system differs from a static system in that it contains signal factor and the target value depends on the level of the signal factor set by the system operator. The aim of optimizing a multi-response dynamic system is to find a setting combination of input controllable factors that would result in optimum values of all response variables at all signal levels. The most commonly used performance metric for optimizing a multi-response dynamic system is the composite desirability function (CDF). The advantage of using CDF is that it is a simple unit less measure and it has a good foundation in statistical practice. However, the problem with the CDF is that it does not consider the variability of the individual response variables. Moreover, if the specification limits for the response variables are not provided the CDF cannot be computed. In this paper, a new performance metric for multi-response dynamic system, called multiple regression-based weighted signal-to-noise ratio (MRWSN) is proposed, which overcome the limitations of CDF. Two sets of experimental data on multi-response dynamic systems, taken from literature, are analysed using both CDF-based and the proposed MRWSN-based approaches for optimization. The results show that the MRWSN-based approach also results in substantially better optimization performance than the CDF-based approach.
Introduction
The usefulness of Taguchi method (Taguchi, 1986) in optimizing the parameter design in static as well as dynamic system has been well established. In a static system, a response variable representing the output characteristic of the system has a fixed target value. But in a dynamic system, the target value of a response variable depends on the level of the signal factor set by the system operator. For example, signal factor may be the steering angle in the steering mechanism of an automobile or the speed control setting of a fan. In other words, a dynamic system has multiple target values of a response variable depending on the setting of signal variable of the system. Most of the modern manufacturing processes have several response variables and the process needs to be optimized for all response variables. Extensive research works have been carried out aiming to resolve the multi-response optimization problem in a static system (Derringer & Suich, 1980; Khuri & Conlon, 1981; Pignatiello, 1993; Su & Tong, 1997; Tong & Hsieh, 2000; Wu, 2004; Liao, 2006; Tong et al., 2007; Jeong & Kim, 2009; Pal & Gauri, 2010; Wang et al., 2016) . Product/process design with a dynamic system offers the flexibility needed to satisfy customer requirements and can enhance a manufacturer's competitiveness. In recent time, therefore, many researchers (Miller & Wu, 1996; Wasserman, 1996; McCaskey & Tsui, 1997; Tsui, 2001; Joseph & Wu, 2002; Chen, 2003; Lesperance & Park, 2003; Su et al., 2005; Bae & Tsui, 2006) have been motivated to study the robust design problem concerning the dynamic systems. However, all these research articles are focused on optimization of a single-response dynamic system. Industry has increasingly emphasized developing procedures capable of simultaneously optimizing the multi-response dynamic systems in light of the increasing complexity of modern product design. To cope with the need of the modern industries, several studies (Tong et al., 2001; Tong et al., 2004; Hsieh et al., 2005; Wu & Yeh, 2005; Chang, 2006; Wang, 2007; Chang, 2008; Tong et al., 2008; Wu, 2009; Chang & Chen, 2011; Gauri, 2014) have proposed different procedures for optimizing a multi-response dynamic system. The goal of optimizing a multi-response dynamic system is to find a setting combination of control factors (controllable variables) that would result in the optimum values of all response variables at all signal levels. Generally, it is very difficult to obtain such a combination, because optimum values of one response variable may lead to non-optimum values for the remaining response variables. Hence, it is desirable to find a best setting combination of control factor levels that would result in an optimal compromise of response variables. Here optimal compromise means each response variable is as close as possible to its target value at each signal level and with minimum variability around that target value.
Most of the researchers have attempted to optimize multi-response dynamic system using Derringer and Suich's (1980) composite desirability function (CDF) as a performance metric. Tong et al (2001) , Hsieh et al (2005) , and Wu (2009) have modelled the response variables using response surface methodology (RSM) and then determined the optimal settings of the control factors by maximizing an overall performance measure (OPI), which is essentially the CDF. On the other hand, Chang (2006) , Chang (2008) and Chang and Chen (2011) used artificial neural networks (ANN) for modelling the response functions and then obtained the optimal settings of the control factors by considering OPI, which is essentially CDF, as the performance metric.
The basic advantage of using CDF as performance metric is that it is a simple unit less measure and it has a good foundation in statistical practice. However, if the specification limits for the response variables are not provided, the CDF cannot be computed. Another disadvantage with this metric is that it does not take into consideration the variability of individual response variables. Hence, a CDF-based approach may produce an optimal solution where the expected means of the response variables at a signal level is very close to their target values, but variability of one or more response variables around the target is very high, which may not be acceptable by the engineers. Pal and Gauri (2010) have shown that many limitations of the CDF-based approach, encountered during optimization of a multi-response static system, can be overcome by using multiple regression-based weighted signal-to-noise ratio (MRWSN) as the performance metric. The advantages of MRWSN as a performance measure are that (a) signal-to-noise (SN) ratio for a response variable can be computed even when the specification limits and target values for the response variable are unknown, (b) SN ratio takes care of both location (mean) and dispersion (variability) of a response variable and (c) since SN ratios are always expressed in decibels (dB) whatever be the units of measurements of the individual responses, there is no problem in summing the SN ratios of the individual responses.
The aim of the current research is to develop an appropriate procedure for optimizing the multi-response dynamic systems using MRWSN as the performance metric and evaluate the effectiveness of the MRWSN-based optimization approach. The article is organized as follows: the second section outlines briefly about the dynamic systems and reported various approaches for its optimization. The third section describes formulation of commonly used performance metric, called CDF, for the multi-response dynamic system. The formulation of the proposed performance metric, called MRWSN, for the multiresponse dynamic system is presented in the fourth section. The procedure for implementation of the MRWSN-based optimization approach is described in section five. In the sixth section, analysis of two experimental datasets taken from literature and related results are presented. We conclude in the final section.
Dynamic Systems and its Optimization
Dynamic systems are those where the response variable does not have a fixed target value and the target value of the response variable depends on the level of a control factor (called signal factor) set by the system operator. For example, the steering mechanism of an automobile or speed controller of a fan is a dynamic system. In the case of an automobile steering system, the signal may be the angle of the steering wheel and the response may be the direction of motion or turning radius of the car. In a dynamic system, a response is expected to assume different target values for different levels of the signal factor and so it is often called multi-target system (Joseph & Wu, 2002) . In case of a dynamic system, the signal-response relationship is of prime importance and therefore, it is also known as signal-response system (Miller & Wu, 1996) . A single-response dynamic system contains only one response variable. On the other hand, a multi-response dynamic system contains more than one response variables and responses are expected to assume different target values as a result of changes in the levels of the signal factor.
Taguchi method and related works for optimizing a single-response dynamic system
Taguchi (1986) first took interest in designing robust dynamic systems and he considered only the singleresponse dynamic systems. For a dynamic system, according to Taguchi (1986) , ideal quality is based on the ideal relationship between the signal factor and the response variable, and quality loss is caused by deviations from the ideal relationship. So, significant quality improvement can be achieved by first defining a system's ideal function and then using designed experiments to search for an optimal design which minimizes deviations from this ideal function. Taguchi (1986) assumed that a linear relationship exists between the response variable ) (Y and the signal factor ) (M of the system, and thus the ideal function can be expressed as follows:
where  is the slope or system sensitivity, and ε denotes the random error. Here ε is assumed to follow a normal distribution with a mean of zero and variance of 2   . The deviation from the ideal function is represented by the variability of the dynamic system, i.e.
2   . The objective is to determine the best combination of input controllable variables so that the system achieves the respective target value at each level of the signal factor and with minimum variability around the target value. For the purpose of optimization of a single-response dynamic system which has one response variable (Y) whose value are determined by p controllable variables ) ,..., , (
, a signal factor (M) and a noise factor (Z), Taguchi (1986) proposes the following guidelines for designing the experimental plan. Depending on the number of controllable factors (variables) and their levels, select first the most appropriate inner orthogonal array and accordingly determine various trial conditions or experimental runs. On the other hand, determine the noise factor and signal factor levels under which samples are to be tested. Then, conduct the experiments in such a way that different samples under each trial condition are exposed to different combinations of noise factor and signal factor levels. 
Then, according to Taguchi (1986) 
The aim of robust design is to find the combination of controllable factors so that the effect of noise factors on the target response of the dynamic system is as small as possible. Taguchi, therefore, uses SN ratio to judge the performance under an experimental run or trial condition. For a dynamic system, the SN ratio under th k experimental run is estimated as follows:
The larger SN ratio means the response has less deviation from its target. It may be noted that the target value of the slope (  ) is different for different type of response variables. For dynamic nominal-the-best (DNTB), dynamic larger-the-better (DLTB), and dynamic smaller-the-better (DSTB) type response variables, the desired value of slopes are 0 <  < ∞,  = ∞, and  = 0 respectively. In analysing the experimental data, Taguchi (1986) proposed a two-step procedure. In the first step, the settings of the controllable variables
are determined in such a way that SN ratio is maximized and in the second step, the slope (  ) is adjusted by a suitable scaling factor to the desired slope. Any control factor that has a large effect on  but no effect on the variability ( 2   ) is considered as a scaling factor. Miller and Wu (1996) observed that the conventional Taguchi approach for modelling the ideal relationship of a dynamic system lacks a solid basis. They proposed two strategies for modelling a dynamic system and analysing data. These are (i) performance measure modelling (PMM), which is termed as loss model (LM) by Tsui (1999) and (ii) response function modelling (RFM). In PMM approach, each performance measure (  and 2   ) is modelled as a function of control factors ( X ) and in RFM approach, performance measures is modelled as a function of the control factors ( X ) and signal factor (M). The advantage of the RFM approach is that it can reveal how specific control factor interact with specific noise factor. Tsui (1999) proposes a response modelling (RM) approach which directly models the response as a function of the control, noise and signal factors. Tsui (2001) investigated the performances of RM, PMM/LM and RFM approaches for optimizing a single-response dynamic system and concluded that the RM approach has more potential to reach to an optimal solution. Joseph and Wu (2002) have formulated the robust parameter design of dynamic system as a mathematical programming problem. Lesperance and Park (2003) have suggested to use a joint generalized linear model (GLM) so that model assumptions can be investigated using residual analysis. Chen (2003) has proposed a stochastic optimization modelling procedure for optimizing a single response dynamic system. Bae and Tsui (2006) have observed that the GLM-RM approach can provide more reliable results.
The approaches for optimizing a multi-response dynamic system
All the above research articles are focussed on optimization of a single-response dynamic system. Realizing the need of the modern industries, some authors took research interest in developing appropriate procedure for optimizing multi-response dynamic systems. Different researchers have advocated different approaches for modelling the multiple responses but most of them (Tong et al., 2001; Hsieh et al., 2004; Chang, 2006; Chang, 2008; Wu, 2009; Chang and Chen, 2011) have used CDF as the performance metric for optimization of the multi-response dynamic systems. Tong et al. (2004) , Wang and Tong (2004) , Wu and Yeh (2005) , Wang (2007) and Gauri (2014) have used different performance metrics. While overall relative closeness to the ideal solution is considered as the performance metric by Tong et al. (2004) , overall grey relational grade is considered as the performance metric by Wang and Tong (2004) and Wang (2007) . Wu and Yeh (2005) have derived total quality loss and minimized it to determine the optimal settings for a multi-response dynamic system, and Gauri (2014) considered overall utility value as the objective function for optimization of multi-response dynamic systems. Among the various types of performance metrics for the multi-response dynamic system, the CDF is most popular among the researchers because it is a simple unit less measure and it has a good foundation in statistical practice.
Formulation of CDF for Multi-response Dynamic System
Suppose that in a multi-response dynamic system, there are r output responses . For analysing a dynamic system, the first requirement is to model the response variables appropriately. As reported by Tsui (2001) , among the three approaches (RM, PMM, and RFM) for modelling the responses in a dynamic system, the RM approach has more potential to reach to an optimal solution. Most of the authors (Tong et al., 2001; Hsieh et al., 2005; Chang, 2008; Wu, 2009 ) using CDF as the performance metric, have also used RM approach for modelling the observed responses. Therefore, formulation of CDF is discussed here considering that RM approach is used for modelling the observed responses. Using RM approach, the observed responses in the multi-response dynamic system can be modelled as follows: k vector of control factors levels. The error is assumed to follow a normal distribution with mean value as zero and a constant variance 2   . For each response, it is assumed that a linear form exists between the response and the signal factor as shown in Eq. (1). The exponential desirability function approach to evaluate the quality of a response was introduced by Harrington (1965) . The exponential desirability functions normalize an estimated response ŷ according to the system's desire and then use exponential functions to transform the normalized value to a scale-free value d, called desirability. It is a value between 0 and 1, and increases as the desirability of the response increases. Derringer and Suich (1980) presented an alternative form of desirability functions which are more flexible in the sense that these can assume a variety of shapes and they defined the CDF of m responses as the geometric mean of the individual desirability. Tong et al. (2001) and Hsieh et al. (2005) have used the same CDF as the performance measure for optimizing the multi-response dynamic systems. The lack of considering the correlation between quality characteristics is a disadvantage of Derringer and Suich's (1980) desirability function. Wu and Hamada (2000) , therefore, defined different desirability functions, called double-exponential desirability functions. Chang (2008) and Wu (2009) applied double-exponential desirability functions for optimization of multiresponse dynamic systems.
The double-exponential desirability functions for the responses in dynamic system can be better understood by defining first the double-exponential desirability functions for the NTB, LTB and STB type responses of a static system. According to Chang (2008) , the double-exponential desirability function for the NTB, LTB and STB type responses under th k trial condition in a static system can be formulated using the following equations, respectively.
where, k ŷ and k d represent estimate and desirability of the response variable under th k trial condition, and USL and LSL stand for upper and lower specification limits respectively. A dynamic system can be regarded as a system having multiple static targets which vary depending on their signal values (Joseph & Wu, 2002) . Thus, for a dynamic response we can average the normalized values of all estimated responses in a specific experimental run to evaluate that run's desirability. Accordingly, Chang (2008) estimated the double-exponential desirability functions for DNTB, DLTB and DSTB type responses under th k trial condition in a multi-response dynamic system using the following equations respectively: 
This OPI is essentially the CDF. In the CDF-based optimization approach for multi-response dynamic system, settings of the control factors that maximizes the OPI value is considered as the optimal settings.
Formulation of the Proposed Performance Metric for Multi-response Dynamic System
The proposed performance metric, MRWSN, is derived by integrating multiple regression technique and Taguchi's SN ratio concept. According to the conventional Taguchi method (1986), the SN ratios of the response variables for a specific experimental run in a dynamic system are obtained based on the observed values of the response variables in the experimental run under all possible signal noise combinations. In the proposed method, it is suggested to predict first the values of the response variables for the experimental run under all possible signal noise combinations based on the appropriately fitted multiple regression equations and then to compute the SN ratios for different response variables based on their predicted values instead of their observed values. It may be important to note that error (ε) in the response model represents a random error term which is assumed to follow a normal distribution with mean value as zero and a constant variance 2   (Tsui, 1999) . However, in general, it is expected that random error will have increased variability at higher signal levels instead of having constant variability at all signal levels. Lesperance and Park (2003) , therefore, recommend that fitting such a model requires the use of GLM fitting techniques with a log-link or appropriate link function. Fitting a GLM with loglink function to the experimental data would be very difficult for many quality practitioners. For simplification, we suggest to use a logarithmic transformation of the response variables and then applying multiple regression techniques for fitting the response models. The fitted models, then, will partly ensure that the variability due to random error is more at higher signal levels. Suppose, each of the r response variables is related to p controllable variables ) ,..., , (
, signal factor (M) and noise factor (N)
where
are th i response variable. It may be noted that apart from the main factors, the quadratic terms of main factors may be included in the model when there is three or more number of levels in any control and signal factors. The interaction terms of controllable variables may also be included in the model. But, it is very important to include a few control × signal and control × noise interaction terms into the response model. If a few control × signal and control × noise interaction terms are not included in the response model, ) ( log 10 i Y will be additive at different signal levels independent of combinations of controllable factors X , which implies that intercept only will change but slopes of the controllable variables X will remain constant. As a result, it will not be possible 
Therefore, the SN ratio of the 
where, , if the relative importance of the response variables are unknown. It may be noted that MRWSN is essentially a function of the input controllable variables or control factors. Since higher MRSN implies better quality, it is desired that the process conditions are set in such a way that it result in the maximum MRWSN value. It is worth to mention that MRWSN as a performance measure has the following advantages over the CDF: (1) MRWSN can be computed even when the specification limits and target values for one or more response variables are not known and (2) MRWSN take into consideration the variability of the response variables.
The Procedure for Implementation of the Proposed Optimization Approach
A multi-response dynamic system can be optimized using MRWSN as the performance metric in the following seven steps:
Step 1: Design the experimental plan, carry out the experimentation and record the experimental observations.
Step 2: Establish the most appropriate multiple regression equations (response models) for prediction of the response variables based on the values of the control factors, signal factor and noise factor levels.
For fitting the multiple regression equations for prediction of a response variable, it is suggested to consider the log transformed values of the response variable as the dependent variable to partly ensure that the variability due to random error is more at higher signal levels. The option of performing multiple linear regression analysis is available in Microsoft Excel as well as in many statistical software packages, e.g. MINITAB, STATISTICA, SPSS etc. The regression coefficients R 2 and adjusted R 2 are considered to drop unnecessary terms from the model and to include only those terms that have some contributions on the dependent variable. Diagnostic checks for validating the regression models must be performed. Using ANOVA and F-test for significance of regression, the adequacy of model can be checked. A residual analysis in terms of various plots, e.g. normality plot of residuals, plot of residual versus predicted values and plot of residual versus individual regression variable etc. should be examined to detect possible anomalies. If, after the diagnostic checks, no serious violations of model assumptions are detected, then the regression equation can be assumed to be adequate fit to predict the dependent variable. More details about fitting of multiple regression equations and the diagnostic checks are available in Montgomery et al. (2012) .
Step 3: Choose an arbitrary setting combination of control factors levels (say, the existing combination) k x , and compute the predicted values of all response variables under the setting combination using respective regression equations for all possible signal noise levels.
Step 4 Castillo and Montgomery (1993) . Examples on usage of 'Solver' tool is available in Pal and Gauri (2010) .
Step 6: Determine the level values of the input controllable variables that maximize the k MRWSN value, using 'Solver' tool of Microsoft Excel package.
While running the 'Solver' tool it is necessary to specify the range of levels for the input variables. In certain cases, where one or more input variables take only discrete values, the integer restriction (IR) for those input variables need to be specified. Sometimes, one may have to add an additional constraint to keep the slope of the DNTB variable closer to its target slope value. Unless technically there is IR for a response variable, ideally, one should not restrict the optimization to only the actual experimental design settings because that may lead to a suboptimal solution. Because the MRWSN metric is defined based on regression models, the proposed method can provide an optimal solution over the entire experimental region of the input controllable variables while using the 'Solver' tool of Microsoft Excel package.
Step 7: Obtain the expected value of each response variable at each signal level at the derived optimal condition using the relevant multiple regression equation. Then carry out the confirmatory trial and verify that the actual results conform to the expected results.
Evaluation of Optimization Performance of the Proposed Method
Under the current research, there is no scope for collection of primary data from industry. Therefore, it is decided to analyse two sets of secondary data, i.e. published data in the literature as two separate case studies and compute the values of some appropriately defined utility measures for evaluation of the performance of the proposed MRWSN-based optimization method.
Utility measures for comparing optimization performance
From a process engineer's perspective, the best solution should result in the minimum total quality loss implying that maximum total SN ratio (TSN) according to Taguchi philosophy (1986) . Therefore, it is decided that the expected TSN at the derived optimal process condition will be considered as an important utility metric for comparison of performance of CDF and MRWSN-based optimization methods. But many statisticians (Leon et al., 1987; Box, 1988 M and 3 M , respectively. The multivariate PMSE function (MPMSE) under an experimental run, which may be obtained by pooling the PMSE functions of the individual response variables under the experimental run, can be the most appropriate overall utility measure. But the problem with the MPMSE function is that it will be quite difficult to explain its unit because the PMSE for different response variables may have different units of measurements. Therefore, the PMSE values of the individual response variables are considered as another utility measure for comparison of optimization performance instead of MPMSE value.
The experimental data
Chang (2008) illustrated application of his proposed data mining approach for optimizing multi-response dynamic systems using a case study adopted from Chang (2006 Y is DSTB type variable. In this case, six control factors A -F, each at three levels (1, 2, and 3), were considered and arranged in a standard 18 L orthogonal array as shown in Table 1 . The signal factor of the case had three levels named 1 M , 2 M and 3 M , the corresponding values of which were 10, 20 and 30, respectively. Two levels ( 1 N and 2 N ) of noise factor were considered in this case. The specifications for the response variables and the experimental data of Chang (2006) are reproduced in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. The experimental data of Chang (2006) are analysed as case study 1.
Table 1
Experimental design used by Chang (2006) Trial no.
Factors and levels A B C D E F   1  1  1  1  1  1  1  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  4  1  1  2  2  3  3  5  2  2  3  3  1  1  6  3  3  1  1  2  2  7  1  2  1  3  2  3  8  2  3  2  1  3  1  9  3  1  3  2  1  2  10  1  3  3  2  2  1  11  2  1  1  3  3  2  12  3  2  2  1  1  3  13  1  2  3  1  3  2 Chang and Chen (2011) proposed a neuro-genetic approach for optimizing a multi-response dynamic system and they illustrated the effectiveness of their proposed approach using a simulated example of a dynamic system containing multiple responses. This simulated example data involves three dynamic response variables named 1 Y (DLTB type), 2 Y (DNTB type) and 3 Y (DSTB type). In this study, six control factors A -F, each at three levels, were considered in an 18 L orthogonal array design. Further, a signal factor with three levels 1 M , 2 M and 3 M , and a noise factor with two levels 1 N and 2 N were considered. The experimental design used by Chang and Chen (2011) is the same as given in Table 1 . The specification limits for the response variables and the simulated experimental data are available in Chang and Chen (2011) . The experimental data of Chang and Chen (2011) are analysed as case study 2.
Analysis and results

Case study 1
It may be noted from Table 2 respectively. Table 4 shows the target values and specification limits for the three response variables. The first requirement for application of the proposed optimization method is to establish the most appropriate multiple regression equations for prediction of the response variables (see step 2 of section 5). Variability at the higher signal level is expected to be higher and therefore, it is decided to establish the multiple regression equations considering log transformed values of the responses as the dependent variables. Logarithm transformation of each response variable is made and then the response model is developed for each response variable as a function of controllable variables (A -F), signal variable (M) and noise variable (N) using MINITAB software. The developed response models for the three response variables are given below: 
0.943 and adjusted 0.938 
Using ANOVA and F-test for significance of regression, the adequacy of the models is checked. Residual analysis in terms of normality plot of residuals, plot of residual versus predicted values and plot of residual versus individual regression variable are carried out and found satisfactory. According to step 3 in section 5, an arbitrary setting combination of control factors levels (18) . As the relative importance of the three response variables is unknown, equal weights are given to all three response variables while k MRWSN value is computed. All these computations are carried out in Excel worksheet. Now according to step-6 in section 5, the 'Solver' tool of Microsoft Excel is applied to maximize the k MRWSN value. If integer restrictions (IR) are specified for the level values of input controllable variables, the 'Solver' tool will determine the optimal combination among the actual experimental design settings and if IR are not specified for the level values of input variables, the 'Solver' tool will determine an optimal solution over the entire experimental region of the input variables. It is decided to determine the optimal solutions under both the conditions, i.e. under IR and under no IR for the level values of the input variables. While optimizing, in both the cases, an additional constraint (absolute difference between predicted slope and target slope is less than 0.10) is added to keep the slope of the DNTB variable ( 2 Y ) closer to its target slope value 10. In the first case where IR are specified for the level values of input variables, the optimal solution is found to be With the aim to compare the optimization performance of the proposed MRWSN-based approach with the CDF-based approach, the same experimental data are analysed again considering the OPI (which is essentially a CDF) as the objective function for the optimization. 1 Y , 2 Y and 3 Y are DLTB, DNTB and DSTB type response variables respectively. The predicted values of the three variables at the chosen arbitrary setting are converted into appropriate double-exponential desirability functions first using in Eqs. (9-11) respectively. Then, the OPI value at the arbitrary setting is obtained using Eq. (12). The 'Solver' tool of Microsoft Excel is applied again to maximize the OPI value under both the conditions, i.e. with IR and without IR for the level values of the input variables. The optimal solution is found to be when IR for the level values of the controllable variables are specified, and the optimal solution is found to be A = 2.56, B = 3.0, C = 1.64, D = 3.0, E = 2.02 and F = 1.20 when no IR is specified. The expected values of each response variable at all signal  noise levels under these two optimal conditions are computed and then the expected SN ratio and PMSE for each response variable are obtained using Eq. (16) and Eq. (19), respectively. Table 5 displays the expected values of the two utility measures, i.e. TSN and PMSE of the individual response variables at different optimal conditions obtained by the proposed MRWSN-based approach and the CDF-based approach.
It can be noted from Table 5 that the derived optimal solutions using MRWSN-based approach result in higher TSN values in both the cases (i.e. under IR and under no IR for the level values of the control factors) than the optimal solutions derived by the CDF-based approach. This implies that the proposed MRWSN-based approach leads to better optimal solution than the CDF-based approach with respect to Taguchi's philosophy. Y at the CDF-based optimal solutions. Therefore, it may be concluded that MRWSN-based approach results in better optimal solution in proper statistical sense also. Y at different signal levels, necessary computations were made from the experimental data and then target values of these response variables were assumed as per the procedure described in section 6.1. Table 6 shows the target values and specification limits for the three response variables. 
The adequacy of the developed models is checked using ANOVA and F-test for significance of regression. Residual analysis in terms of normality plot of residuals, plot of residual versus predicted values and plot of residual versus individual regression variable also are carried out and found satisfactory. An arbitrary setting combination of control factor levels 2 2 2 2 2 2
is chosen. At this setting combination, the values of the all the three response variables are predicted using the fitted regression models for all signal  noise levels. Using these predicted values k (16) and the performance metric k MRWSN is computed using Eq. (17) considering equal weight for all the response variables (since relative importance of the response variable are unknown). Now the 'Solver' tool of Microsoft Excel is applied to maximize the k MRWSN value considering two cases (IR are present and IR are not present for the level values of input variables). While optimizing, in both the cases, an additional constraint (absolute difference between predicted slope and target slope is less than 0.05) was added to keep the slope of the DNTB variable ( 2 Y ) closer to its target slope value 1.0. In the first case, the optimal setting combination is found to be For the purpose of comparison of the optimization performance of the proposed MRWSN-based approach and CDF-based approach, the same experimental data are analysed again considering the OPI (which is essentially a CFD) as the objective function for the optimization. 1 Y , 2 Y and 3 Y are DLTB, DNTB and DSTB type response variables respectively. The predicted values of these response variables at the chosen arbitrary setting are converted into appropriate double-exponential desirability functions using in Eq. (9), Eq. (10) and Eq. (11), respectively, and then, the OPI value at the arbitrary setting is obtained using Eq. (12). The 'Solver' tool of Microsoft Excel is applied again to maximize the OPI value under both the conditions, i.e. under IR and under no IR for the level values of the input controllable variables. Under the condition of IR for the level values of the input variables, the optimal solution is found to be , and under the condition of no IR for the level values of the input variables, the optimal solution is found to be: A = 1.77, B = 1.0, C = 1.95, D = 3.0, E = 1.80, F =1.46. The expected values of each response variable at all signal  noise levels under these two optimal conditions are computed and then the expected SN ratio and PMSE for each response variable are obtained using the relevant equations. Table 7 displays the expected values of the two utility measures, i.e. TSN and PMSE of the individual response variable at different optimal conditions obtained by the proposed MRWSNbased approach and the CDF-based approach. Table 7 reveals that the derived optimal solutions based on MRWSN-based approach result in higher expected TSN values in both the cases (i.e. under IR and under no IR for the level values of the control factors) than the optimal solutions derived based on CDF-based approach. This implies that the proposed MRWSN-based approach leads to better optimal solution than the CDF-based approach with respect to Taguchi's philosophy. Y at MRWSN-based optimal solution is lesser or equal to the PMSE value for 2 Y at the CDF-based optimal solution. Therefore, it may be concluded that MRWSN-based approach results in better optimal solution in proper statistical sense also. In this research, there is no scope to carry out the confirmatory trials with the optimal factor-level combinations. However, the results of analysis of the two case studies are indicative that proposed MRWSN-based approach for optimizing a multi-response dynamic system is promising because it not only overcome the limitations of the CDF-based approach but also results in better optimal solution with respect to utility measures like TSN and PMSE for the individual response variables.
Conclusions
Industries are increasingly emphasizing optimization of dynamic multi-response problems in the light of increasing complexities of modern manufacturing systems. CDF-based approach has gained popularity in recent years for optimization of multi-response dynamic systems. A major disadvantage with the desirability index is that it does not consider the variability of a response variable. Moreover, if the specification limits of a response variable are not provided, then the CDF cannot be computed. This article presents a new method, called multiple regression-based weighted signal-to-noise ratio (MRWSN) method, for optimization of a multi-response dynamic system. The proposed method not only overcome the limitations of CDF-based approach but also results in better optimization performance. In this method, at first appropriate multiple regression equations are fitted based on the experimental observations for prediction of the response variables, and then the values of the slope, variance around the slope and MRSN for different response variables are computed based on their predicted values instead of their observed values. The optimal setting of the input controllable variables is then determined by maximizing the MRWSN. Two sets of experimental data taken from the literature are analysed using the proposed method and the CDF-based approach. The results show that the proposed method is superior to the CDF-based approach with respect to TSN as well as PMSE values of the individual responses.
